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A large body of literature has examined people’s attitudes toward affirmative action policies (Bobo, 2000; Dovidio & Gartner, 1996; Sears, Hetts, Sidanius & Bobo, 2000; Lowery, Unzueta, Knowles, & Goff, 2006). Intended to increase the representation of underrepresented groups in higher education and in the workplace, affirmative action is a collection of policies that take into consideration racial group membership in hiring and admissions decisions (Gurin, Dey, Hurtado, & Gurin, 2002). Opponents of affirmative action base their opposition to these policies on the premise that they violate meritocratic principles – i.e., ideals that individuals should be rewarded based only on competence and qualifications rather than group membership (Bobocel, Son Hing, Davey, Stanley, & Zanna, 1998; Heilman, Battle, Keller, & Lee, 1998). Although examining individuals’ reactions to affirmative action is important, examining reactions to other selection policies, such as legacy admissions policies in universities and word-of-mouth referrals in employment, may provide insight into people’s underlying motivations for supporting or opposing such policies. While susceptible to the same arguments made against affirmative action – namely, that these policies violate meritocracy – reactions to legacy policies and word-of-mouth referrals have not been empirically scrutinized and therefore it is not known if people’s reactions to these recruitment and selection policies differ from their reactions to affirmative action.

In the sections that follow, I begin with a review of the literature on Social Dominance Theory, and Social Dominance Orientation – the psychological component of this theory. I then define and describe legitimizing ideologies, which are the processes through which inequality and racial hierarchies are maintained. I then present 3 studies, the first 2 studies are a version of a paper currently under second review (Gutiérrez & Unzueta, 2012). Together, these studies test the hypothesis that group dominance motives explain differential reactions to recruitment and
selection policies, such as affirmative action and legacy policies (Study 1 and 2) and word-of-mouth referrals (Study 3). This research contributes to the literature on social dominance. Study 1 empirically examines the effects of group dominance motives on reactions to legacy policies, which are widely used in admissions decisions at various universities but have not been empirically scrutinized. Study 2 contributes to the current debate on whether group dominance motives (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999; Pratto, Sidanius, & Levin, 2006) or group interests (Schmitt, Branscombe, & Kappen, 2003) better explains reactions to inequality. And Study 3 tests the generalizability of these findings in a different context (i.e., employment) by examining reactions to word-of-mouth referrals as a function of individuals’ desire to maintain status hierarchies.

Social Dominance Theory

Social Dominance Theory (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999) examines why oppression and inequality continue to exist. According to this theory, societies contain three different types of group-based hierarchies: 1) an age-system, in which adults have a disproportionate share of power over children, 2) a gender system, which is characterized by a dominance of males over females, and 3) an arbitrary-set system, which is socially constructed and characterized by the dominance of one group over others; group dominance is based on social distinctions (i.e., race). It is the arbitrary-set system – specifically, group dominance based on race (i.e., racial hierarchy), that we focus on in the present research.

For most of U.S. history, the racial hierarchy has been characterized by the control of subordinate groups (e.g., Blacks) by the dominant group (e.g., Whites). The dominant group typically has a disproportionate share of resources that have positive social value, such as higher paying jobs, greater wealth, political power, and access to higher performing schools.
Conversely, subordinate groups have a disproportionate share of resources that have negative social value, such as dangerous and unpleasant jobs, underemployment, substandard housing, and greater rates of disease.

According to Social Dominance Theory, this racial hierarchy and inequality are created and maintained through various mechanisms. The primary mechanisms are: institutions, behavioral asymmetry, and individuals (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). Below, I briefly describe how institutions and behavioral asymmetry function to maintain inequality, then provide a more thorough account of the role individuals play given that the present research focuses on how individuals – specifically, their social dominance orientation, influences their support and opposition to policies that have differential effects on the racial hierarchy and inequality.

How are inequality and racial hierarchies maintained?

Institutions. Institutions can serve to either enhance or attenuate racial hierarchies. Hierarchy-enhancing institutions tend to defend the interests of the strong against the weak, and serve to maintain inequality by allocating a disproportionate share of positive social value to dominant groups. Examples of hierarchy-enhancing institutions include police departments, law enforcement agencies, and prison systems. These entities tend to allocate resources of positive social value to dominant group members and a disproportionate share of resources of negative social value (i.e., beatings, death sentences) to subordinate group members. For example, data suggest that African Americans are much more likely to be imprisoned for longer terms relative to Whites who commit the same crimes (Sidanius, Liu, Shaw, & Pratto, 1994).

Contrary to hierarchy-enhancing institutions, hierarchy-attenuating institutions tend to defend the interests of the weak against the strong, and seek to promote social equality.
Examples of hierarchy-attenuating institutions include civil rights groups, charities, and the public defenders office (Sidanius, et. al, 1994). Despite the efforts of hierarchy-attenuating institutions to counter the negative outcomes propagated by hierarchy-enhancing institutions against subordinate groups, the former tend not to have the same degree of resources, power, and influence from which hierarchy-enhancing institutions benefit. As such, the inequality often propagated by hierarchy-enhancing institutions is difficult to counterbalance.

*Behavioral Asymmetry.* According to social dominance theory, there are differences in the behaviors in which dominant and subordinate groups engage that serve to reinforce racial hierarchy. Findings suggest that subordinate group members tend to engage in more activities that are harmful to their groups relative to dominant group members (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). For example, whereas children from subordinate groups are less likely to read books and more likely to watch television, children from dominant groups are much more likely to be intellectually stimulated through exposure to books. There is also evidence that subordinate group members (i.e., Latinos, Africans) also end to miss classes more often and tend to be less engaged in school relative to dominant group members. In addition to the differences in academic achievement, there are also disparities in health-related behaviors between dominant and subordinate group members.

Studies find that the lower the status of one’s group, the more likely one is to smoke (Matthews, Kelsey, Meilhan, Kuller, & Wing, 1989), consume higher amounts of alcohol, and exercise less. While there is evidence that these negative outcomes are explained by disparities in access to economic, education, and social resources between dominant and subordinate group members, the self-debilitating behaviors in which subordinate group members engage also contribute to these outcomes. These self-debilitating behaviors, in turn, serve to maintain
inequality because they are often used to justify the unequal treatment of subordinate group members by dominant group members.

Individuals. Social dominance theory also posits that racial hierarchies and inequality are not only attributable to institutions and behavioral asymmetry (i.e., self-debilitating behaviors), but also individuals. It is this mechanism for maintaining inequality on which the present research focuses. According to social dominance theory, individuals can help maintain inequality and the dominance of subordinate groups through the discrimination that they perpetrate. For example, individuals maintain inequality by refusing to sell a house, which is the primary means of generating wealth, to members of subordinate groups. In employment, disparities in access to higher-status and higher-paying jobs can also be maintained when an employer chooses not to hire or promote applicants from subordinate groups. Given that dominant group members tend to occupy more positions of power relative to subordinate group members, the former have greater ease in allocating resources of negative social value (i.e., lower paying jobs) to certain groups (i.e., racial minorities) and allocating resources of positive social value to others (i.e., Whites). Individuals help maintain inequality not only through the social roles that they occupy, but also through the types of policies they support.

In 1996, the University of California Regents voted in favor of proposition 209, which made it illegal to use race as a factor in admissions decisions. Evidence suggests that individuals’ opposition to policies such as affirmative action, which seek to eliminate discrimination against racial minority groups and level the playing field, is not driven by concerns of fairness but rather a desire to maintain the status of the dominant group (Pratto, et. al. 1994). Whether individuals will support or oppose policies that have important implications
for status hierarchies will depend on their social dominance orientation (SDO) – that is, on the degree to which they seek to maintain inequality and group dominance.

**Social dominance orientation**

Social dominance orientation (SDO) is the psychological component of social dominance theory. SDO describes which individuals are likely to support the institutions, processes, and policies that will enhance or attenuate status hierarchies. SDO is defined as “the degree to which individuals desire and support group-based hierarchy and the domination of ‘inferior’ groups by ‘superior’ groups” (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999 p. 48). Individuals’ SDO may be influenced by various factors. One of these factors is membership in or affinity to the dominant group. There is evidence that all else being equal, dominant group members have higher social dominance orientation relative to subordinate group members (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). Another factor that influences SDO is gender. All else being equal, men tend to have higher SDO relative to women (Sidanius & Pratto, 2003; Pratto, Liu, Levin, Sidanius, Shih, Bachrach, & Hegarty, 2000). There is also evidence that individuals have different personalities and predispositions. One of the personality traits that may influence SDO is empathy. There are data that suggest that the lower an individual’s level of empathy, the higher the SDO (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). In short, SDO can be influenced by various factors.

Social dominance orientation is typically measured using scales developed by Sidanius & Pratto (1999). Individuals are usually asked to indicate how negatively or positively (1-7 scale) they feel about certain items. Sample items include, “It is not a big problems if some people have more of a chance in life than others,” “This country would be better off if inferior groups stayed in their place,” “If people were treated more equally we would have fewer problems in
this country” (reverse scored). Individuals who are characterized as high in SDO tend to feel very positively or strongly agree with these statements. Conversely, individuals who are low in SDO tend to feel very negatively about or strongly disagree with these statements. And although SDO can vary depending on the specific context (Schmitt, Branscombe, & Kappen, 2003), studies suggest that relative levels of SDO are consistent over time (Sidanius & Pratto, 2003).

*Legitimizing ideologies*

Individuals characterized as high SDOs tend to support hierarchy-enhancing processes, and low SDOs tend to support hierarchy-attenuating processes. Support or opposition to these processes is justified through legitimizing ideologies. Legitimizing ideologies are the principles, values, and morals individuals use to justify their actions and behaviors, which have important implications for status hierarchies. These ideologies are effective at maintaining inequality and racial hierarchies because they are typically widely endorsed. For example, individuals high in SDO tend to endorse meritocracy – the belief that resources are already appropriately distributed, and prejudice – the belief that some individuals are simply inferior and therefore deserve negative social value. These beliefs serve as hierarchy-enhancing legitimizing ideologies because they serve to justify individuals’ status in the racial hierarchy on the basis that they are in a position that they earned and thus, deserve. Conversely, individuals low in SDO tend to support religious doctrines – specifically, egalitarian themes in the New Testament (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). These beliefs are hierarchy attenuating because they seek to promote equality. In all, high SDOs endorse ideologies that justify unequal treatment of groups and group dominance, and low SDOs tend to endorse ideologies that justify equality and seek to level the playing field.
Depending on individuals’ level of SDO, they may employ legitimizing ideologies that have either hierarchy-enhancing or hierarchy-attenuating effects to justify support or opposition to certain policies. For example, affirmative action is a policy that has generated as much support as it has opposition. Individuals on both sides use legitimizing beliefs to justify their positions. Whereas individuals high in SDO oppose affirmative action on the basis that it violates meritocratic ideals, individuals low in SDO support the policy on the premise that it serves to level the playing field (Bobocel, et. al., 1998; Heilman, et. al., 1998).

It is important to note that endorsement of legitimizing ideologies for the purpose of maintaining status hierarchies need not be conscious. Legitimizing ideologies – such as the Protestant work ethic, are often embedded into the culture and viewed as having a high degree of moral, religious, and scientific truth (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). Individuals from all spectrums – whether rich or poor, Black or White endorse such ideologies. However, one of the implications of endorsing ideologies such as the Protestant work ethic is that it maintains status hierarchies by propagating the idea that resources are already appropriately distributed according to deservingness, and thus, efforts to redistribute resources are unnecessary because individuals already get what they deserve. Social dominance theory – specifically, individuals’ SDO may provide insight on who may endorse ideologies that serve to justify the support of or opposition to policies, such as legacy policies, that have different implications for status hierarchies.

*What are legacy policies?*

Legacy policies give an admissions boost to children and grandchildren of university alumni (Ladewski, 2010). Given that legacy admissions are based on past patterns of university enrollment, legacy preferences disproportionately benefit White applicants, whose parents are
more likely than the parents of racial minorities to have attended universities (Lamb, 1993). Studies suggest that an applicant whose parents graduated from an institution are 45% more likely to gain admission over applicants with no familial connection to the university in question; applicants who have a sibling, aunt, uncle or grandparent who graduated from an institution are 14% more likely to be admitted relative to someone with no legacy status (Hurwitz, 2010).

In addition to legacy and affirmative action policies, there are employment recruitment and selection practices that have differential effects on the selection of racial minority vs. White applicants and, consequently, on the racial hierarchy. One such selection strategy is the use of word-of-mouth referrals.

*What are word-of-mouth referrals?*

Word-of-mouth referrals are a common recruitment strategy whereby employers encourage current employees to disseminate information about job vacancies to their family, friends, and acquaintances (Shinnar, Young, & Meana, 2004). Findings suggest that word-of-mouth referrals provide positive outcomes. For example, relative to employees who were recruited through other sources, employees recruited through word-of-mouth referrals have longer tenure (Kirnan, Farley, & Geisinger, 1989) and better performance (Kirnan et. al., 1989). However, the use of word-mouth-referrals can also have negative effects, particularly on the recruitment of racial minorities. For example, studies find that White applicants are more likely to have been hired through employee referrals relative to racial minorities (Taber & Hendricks, 2003). This recruitment strategy also serves to maintain the current racial composition of the workforce in organizations since individuals tend to provide information about job vacancies to their family, friends, and acquaintances that are typically of the same racial group (Taber &
Hendricks, 2003; Mouw, 2002). Moreover, a study by Kasinitz and Rosenberg (1996) found that blacks are excluded from high-paying jobs in firms that use word-of-mouth recruiting because blacks have less contact networks in higher paying, higher status positions. Given the differential effects of word-of-mouth recruiting on blacks and minorities relative to Whites, individuals interested in maintaining inequality may be most apt to supporting the use of this recruitment strategy relative to hierarchy-attenuating policies such as affirmative action.

*How affirmative action policies may differ from legacy policies and word-of-mouth referrals*

One reason why people may react differently to affirmative action vs. legacy policies and word-of-mouth referrals is that the latter have opposing consequences for racial equality. Whereas affirmative action policies promote equality by attempting to reduce racial gaps in access to jobs and educational opportunities (Blumer, 1958.; Bobo, 1998; Sidanius & Pratto, 1999), legacy policies and word-of-mouth referrals could be thought of as promoting inequality by primarily benefitting members of the dominant racial group (i.e., Whites; Ladewski, 2010). Given that affirmative action, legacy policies and word-of-mouth referrals may have opposing consequences for the racial hierarchy, people’s social dominance orientation (SDO) – i.e., the degree to which individuals desire inequality between social groups (Pratto et. al., 1994) – may differentially predict support for these policies. Specifically, SDO may predict opposition to hierarchy-attenuating affirmative action policies and support for hierarchy-enhancing legacy policies and word-of-mouth referrals.

*The group interests perspective: An alternative explanation for differential policy support*

Recently, scholars have examined whether support for policies reflects individuals’ general orientation for group dominance or whether support will depend on the specific policy
examined and on its effects on the ingroup. According to the group interests perspective, reactions to inequality – or policies that result in inequitable outcomes, will depend on whether the ingroup is privileged or disadvantaged by it. For example, Schmitt, Branscombe, and Kappen (2003) contend that in general, women may be opposed to inequality relative to men because women tend to be disadvantaged by inequality – that is, men assume a more powerful, dominant position over women in society. As such, men support inequality not because they have a general orientation toward supporting status hierarchies but rather out of a desire to protect ingroup interests – that is, supporting inequality from which they benefit. Branscombe et. al., contend that if women are led to consider forms of inequality that benefit them, however, then they may be more inclined to support the inequality relative to men.

Extending the group interests perspective to the present research, it then follows that individuals who are advantaged by inequality (i.e., legacy policies, word-of-mouth referrals) should view these policies more favorably than individuals who are disadvantaged by them. As such, support or opposition to policies may be influenced not by a general orientation toward group dominance but instead a desire to protect the ingroup’s interests. That is, individuals who benefit from such policies will support them and individuals who are disadvantaged by them will oppose them.

*The present research*

In the present research I examine whether the differential effect of recruitment and selection policies on the racial hierarchy affects people’s support for such policies. In Study 1, we assess people’s support for legacy vs. affirmative action as a function of SDO. Consistent with social dominance theory (Sidanius, Liu, Pratto, & Shaw, 1994; van Laar, Sidanius,
Rabinowitz, & Sinclair, 1999), we argue that support for these policies reflects individuals’ desire to preserve or minimize racial inequality regardless of whether such policies actually benefit the in-group. In Study 2 we directly assess whether SDO reflects a general desire to maintain inequality (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999; Pratto, Sidanius, & Levin, 2006) or a specific desire to protect ingroup interests (Schmitt, Branscombe, & Kappen, 2003; Lehmiller & Schmitt, 2007). In Study 3 we test the general dominance motive hypothesis in a different domain. We examine reactions to employee selection and recruitment strategies (i.e., word-of-mouth referrals). Moreover, in the three studies, we explore if people legitimize their support or opposition toward these policies through perceptions that such policies impact the quality of the university (Study 1 & 2) and hiring company (Study 3).

Study 1

Study 1 tested the hypothesis that a desire to preserve the racial hierarchy influences people’s attitudes towards legacy vs. affirmative action policies. Consistent with past research, we expect to find that affirmative action is opposed as a function of SDO (Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994). Conversely, given that legacy policies are likely to reinforce the racial hierarchy by overwhelmingly benefitting Whites (Ladewski, 2010), we expect to find a positive relationship between legacy policy support and SDO.

Participants

Eighty participants (51 women, 29 men) were recruited from an online participant database maintained at UCLA; 38 Asians, 36 Whites, 4 Latinos, 2 participants indicated more than one racial identity. The age ranged from 18 to 36 ($M = 20.76, SD = 2.87$). Participants were paid $2 for their participation.
Procedure

Participants were told that they would be completing two unrelated surveys. Participants first completed an SDO measure, which was described as a survey on individuals’ views of groups in society. The second survey was described as a survey on individuals’ policy views. Participants were randomly assigned to evaluate either a legacy or an affirmative action policy. In the legacy condition, participants read a paragraph indicating that Ivy League schools and other major universities, including UCLA\(^1\), currently use a legacy admissions policy; this policy was described as giving children and grandchildren of alumni a “nudge” in the admissions process (see Appendix A). In the affirmative action condition, participants read the same paragraph but the term “legacy” was substituted with “affirmative action.” In addition, this policy was described as giving underrepresented students a “nudge” in the admissions process (see Appendix B). Participants were then asked to indicate their support for the policy and its impact on the quality of the university.

Measures

*Social Dominance Orientation.* SDO was measured using an eight-item scale (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). Sample items include: “If certain groups stayed in their place, we would have fewer problems” and “It’s probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and other groups are at the bottom” (1 = very negative, 7 = very positive; \(\alpha = .93\); \(M = 2.43\), \(SD = .94\)).

*Policy support.* To assess participants’ support of the policy, participants were asked to respond to the following items: “How fair do you think is this policy?” (1 = not fair at all, 7 = very fair), “To what extent do you agree or disagree that this policy is legitimate and should be continued?” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree), “How much do you oppose or support
the policy that you read in the previous screen?” (1 = strongly oppose, 7 = strongly support; \( \alpha = .91; M = 2.95, SD = 1.29 \)).

**Perceived effect of policy on quality of university.** To measure the perceived effect of the admissions policy on the university, participants completed a five-item scale. Sample items include: “This admissions policy will help admit highly qualified individuals,” “UCLA will be a much better place if this policy continues to be used in the admissions process,” “Given that university rankings are based on the caliber of students that attend an institution, UCLA will continue to increase in rankings with this admissions policy,” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree; \( \alpha = .86; M = 3.11, SD = 1.18 \)).

**Results**

No effects of gender or race were found. As such, we collapsed across these variables. The policy support variable was regressed on Policy Type, SDO, and the interaction between these two variables. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of Policy Type, \( b = .53, SE b = .27, \beta = .21, t(79) = 1.97, p < .05 \), and a significant main effect of SDO, \( b = 1.65, SE b = .45, \beta = 1.20, t(79) = 3.68, p < .001 \). More importantly, however, this analysis revealed a significant Policy Type × SDO interaction, \( b = -1.06, SE b = .28, \beta = -1.22, t(79) = -3.72, p < .001, R^2 = .19 \).

To decompose this interaction we conducted simple slope analyses (Figure 1). These analyses revealed a significant positive relationship between policy support and SDO in the legacy condition, \( b = 0.59, SE b = 0.20, t(76) = 2.97, p < .01 \). Conversely, there was a significant negative relationship between policy support and SDO in the affirmative action condition, \( b = -0.46, SE b = .20, t(76) = -2.29, p < .05 \).
Study 1 also assessed the relationship between the perceived effect of the policy on university quality and SDO. The perceived effect on quality variable was regressed on Policy Type, SDO, and the interaction between these two variables. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of SDO, $b = 1.48$, $SE_b = .41$, $\beta = 1.18$, $t(79) = 3.61$, $p < .001$, and no main effect of Policy Type, $b = .26$, $SE_b = .25$, $\beta = .11$, $t(79) = 1.07$, $p = .29$. More importantly, however, this analysis revealed a significant Policy Type $\times$ SDO interaction, $b = -1.03$, $SE_b = .26$, $\beta = -1.30$, $t(79) = -3.97$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .18$.

Simple slope analyses (Figure 2) revealed a significant positive relationship between perceived effect on university quality and SDO in the legacy condition, $b = 0.45$, $SE_b = 0.18$, $t(76) = 2.44$, $p < .01$. Conversely, there was a significant negative relationship between perceived effect on university quality and SDO in the affirmative action condition, $b = -0.58$, $SE_b = 0.18$, $t(76) = -3.17$, $p < .01$. In sum, as a function of SDO, legacy policies were thought to benefit university quality whereas affirmative action policies were thought to harm university quality.

Mediation analysis

We examined whether policy support mediated the SDO $\times$ Policy Type to University Quality relationship. The SDO $\times$ Policy Type interaction was negatively related to university quality, $b = -1.03$, $SE_b = .26$, $\beta = -1.30$, $t(79) = -3.97$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .18$, and policy support, $b = -1.06$, $SE_b = .28$, $\beta = -1.22$, $t(79) = -3.72$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .19$. Also consistent with the possibility of mediation, policy support was positively related to university quality, $b = .73$, $SE_b = .06$, $\beta = .80$, $t(79) = 11.29$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .70$. To test the final component of mediation, we regressed university quality on SDO $\times$ Policy Type while controlling for policy support. As depicted in
Figure 3, this analysis revealed that the direct effect of $SDO \times Policy$ Type on University Quality became non-significant once the effect of policy support was controlled, $b = -.27$, $SE\ b = .17$, $\beta =-.34$, $t(79) = -1.54$, $p = .13$. Sobel tests revealed that policy support significantly mediated the relationship between $SDO \times Condition$ and University Quality ($z = -3.53$, $p < .001$).

Discussion

Study 1 uncovered a positive relationship between $SDO$ and policy support in the legacy condition, a finding consistent with the idea that people motivated to preserve status hierarchies are supportive of policies that reinforce racial inequality by benefitting the dominant racial group. Conversely, and consistent with past research, $SDO$ was negatively associated with support for hierarchy attenuating affirmative action policies – i.e., policies that benefit minority group members.

Study 1 also provides evidence that the relationship between social dominance orientation and university quality is mediated by policy support. That is, individuals who desire to maintain status hierarchies justify opposition to affirmative action and support for legacy policies by claiming that these policies have a differential effect on the overall quality of the university. In other words, the perceived effect of the policy on university quality functions as a post-hoc rationalization for policy support.

Although the present findings are consistent with the idea that dominance motives predict support for legacy admissions preferences and opposition to affirmative action preferences, it is possible that these findings reflect a desire to protect the ingroup and not status hierarchies per se. Specifically, the positive relationship between $SDO$ and legacy policy support in Study 1 may reflect participants’ support of a policy from which their ingroup is thought to benefit.
Recall that the majority of the study participants were Asian and White students, currently the two numeric majority groups at the university in which the study was conducted. Thus, it is possible that both groups may have believed that their own ethnic group would benefit from legacy policies. As such, support for legacy policies may reflect a desire to protect ingroup interests and not a desire to maintain the status hierarchy per se.

Moreover, recent research suggests social dominance orientation may not capture a general desire to maintain status hierarchies but rather a specific desire to maintain hierarchies in which one’s ingroup stands to benefit. According to the group interests perspective, the position of one’s ingroup in the social structure is an important influence on attitudes towards inequality (Schmitt, Branscombe, & Kappen, 2003; Turner & Reynolds, 2003; Oakes, Haslam, & Turner, 1994). Groups that benefit from inequality are more likely to support it relative to groups that are disadvantaged by it because inequality protects the status and power of the privileged group. As such, a desire to protect ingroup interests and not a general desire to protect the status hierarchy may explain why SDO was positively related to support for legacy policies in Study 1.

Study 2

Study 2 was designed to examine whether a general desire to maintain the status hierarchy or a specific desire to protect ingroup interests explains Asians’ attitudes towards legacy policies. Given that Study 1 did not explicitly state who would likely benefit from legacy preferences, in Study 2 we explicitly stated that either the ingroup (Asians) or the dominant group (Whites) benefits from these policies. We focused on Asians’ reactions to legacy preferences to directly test the hierarchy maintenance vs. group interest idea. Specifically, if SDO is capturing a general desire for hierarchy maintenance (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999; Sibley,
Robertson, & Wilson, 2006), then as a function of SDO, Asian perceivers should support a legacy policy that benefits Whites but oppose one that benefits fellow Asians. However, if SDO is capturing ingroup interests and indeed attitudes toward inequality depend on whether the ingroup is privileged or disadvantaged (Schmitt, et al., 2003; Lehmiller & Schmitt, 2007), then we should find that SDO predicts support for a policy that benefits Asians and opposition for a legacy policy that benefits Whites.

Method

Participants

Fifty four Asian participants (16 men, 37 women, 1 unreported) were recruited from an online participant database maintained at UCLA. The age ranged from 18 to 35 ($M = 20.31$, $SD = 2.53$). Participants were paid $2 for their participation.

Procedure

The same procedure from Study 1 was employed, but the scenarios also explicitly stated that either the ingroup (Asians) or dominant group (Whites) would benefit from the legacy admissions policy (see Appendix C and D). Since our main predictions concern differences in these two key conditions, we omitted the affirmative action condition in Study 2.

Measures

Social Dominance Orientation. SDO was assessed using the same scale in Study 1 (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999).

Policy support. Policy support was assessed using the same measure as Study 1.
**Perceived effect of policy on quality of university.** To measure the perceived effect of the policy on the university, the measure from Study 2 was used.

**Results**

Because no effects of participant gender were found, we collapsed across these variables. The policy support variable was regressed on SDO, policy beneficiary, and the interaction between these two variables. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of SDO, \( b = -1.50, SE = .53, \beta = -1.18, t(53) = -2.83, p < .01 \), and no significant main effect of policy beneficiary, \( b = -0.37, SE = .32, \beta = -0.15, t(53) = -1.16, p = .25 \). More importantly, however, this analysis revealed a significant Policy Beneficiary \( \times \) SDO interaction, \( b = 1.01, SE = .33, \beta = 1.28, t(53) = 3.07, p < .01 \), \( R^2 = .17 \).

To interpret this interaction, we conducted simple slope analyses (see Figure 4). These analyses revealed a significant negative relationship between policy support and SDO in the condition in which Asian participants believed fellow Asians were the primary beneficiaries of a legacy policy, \( b = -0.49, SE = .24, t(50) = -2.05, p < .05 \). Conversely, there was a significant positive relationship between policy support and SDO in the condition in which Asian participants believed Whites were the primary beneficiaries of a legacy policy, \( b = 0.51, SE = .22, t(50) = 2.29, p < .05 \).

Study 2 also assessed the relationship between perceived effect of policy on quality of the university and SDO. To this end we conducted regression analysis in which the perceived effect on quality variable was regressed on SDO, Policy Beneficiary, and the interaction between these two variables. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of SDO, \( b = -1.01, SE = .45, \beta = -0.94, t(53) = -2.25, p < .05 \), and no significant effect of policy beneficiary, \( b = -0.20, SE = .27, \beta \)
More importantly, however, this analysis revealed a significant Policy Beneficiary × SDO interaction, $b = .79$, $SE\ b = .28$, $\beta = 1.19$, $t(53) = 2.86$, $p < .01$, $R^2 = .18$.

Simple slope analyses (see Figure 5) revealed a non-significant negative relationship between perceived effect on quality and SDO in the Asian benefit condition, $b = -0.21$, $SE\ b = .20$, $t(50) = -1.06$, $p = .29$. Conversely, there was a significant positive relationship between effect on quality and SDO in the White benefit condition, $b = 0.58$, $SE\ b = .19$, $t(50) = 3.05$, $p < .01$.

**Mediation analysis**

We examined whether policy support mediated the SDO × Policy Beneficiary to University Quality relationship. The SDO × Policy Beneficiary interaction was positively related to policy support, $b = 1.01$, $SE\ b = .33$, $\beta = 1.28$, $t(53) = 3.07$, $p < .01$, $R^2 = .17$, and university quality, $b = 0.79$, $SE\ b = .28$, $\beta = 1.19$, $t(53) = 2.86$, $p < .01$, $R^2 = .18$. Also consistent with the possibility of mediation, policy support was positively related to university quality, $b = .69$, $SE\ b = .07$, $\beta = .81$, $t(53) = 9.81$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .72$ while controlling for SDO, Policy Beneficiary, and the interaction between these two variables. To test the final component of mediation, we regressed university quality on SDO × Policy Beneficiary while controlling for policy support. As depicted in Figure 6, this analysis revealed that the direct effect of SDO × Policy Beneficiary on University Quality became non-significant once the effect of policy support was controlled, $b = .10$, $SE\ b = .18$, $\beta = .15$, $t(53) = .57$, $p = .57$. Sobel tests revealed that policy support significantly mediated the relationship between SDO × Policy Beneficiary and University Quality ($z = 2.92$, $p < .01$).
Discussion

Study 2 found a positive relationship between SDO and policy support among Asian participants in the condition in which Whites were the perceived beneficiaries of the legacy policy. Conversely, there was a negative relationship between SDO and policy support among Asians in the condition where Asians were the perceived beneficiaries of the legacy policy. These findings suggest that legacy policy support depends, in part, on its effect on the status hierarchy and not on its effect on the ingroup. Contrary to what the group interests perspective would predict, Asians react unfavorably to a policy even when the ingroup is favoured as a function of their desire to protect status hierarchies.

Moreover, we found a positive relationship between SDO and effect of policy on university quality in the condition where Whites were the perceived beneficiaries. And although there was a non-significant relationship between SDO and effect of policy on university quality in the condition where Asians were the perceived beneficiaries, the pattern of results suggests that the perceived positive effect of legacy policies on the university decreases as a function of perceivers’ SDO.

In sum, Study 2 suggests that as a function of SDO, Asians support legacy policies thought to benefit Whites but oppose legacy policies that benefit fellow Asians. The positive relationship in the condition in which Whites were the perceived beneficiaries is consistent with the group dominance perspective, which suggests that groups will support policies that are hierarchy enhancing even when these policies disadvantage their own ingroup (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999; Pratto, Sidanius, & Levin, 2006). Additionally, the negative relationship in the condition where Asians were the perceived beneficiaries provides further evidence against the
argument that group interest explains differential reactions to legacy preferences (Schmitt, et. al., 2003; Lehmiller & Schmitt, 2007). Instead, the present study found that a desire to preserve status hierarchies in general explains support for legacy policies.

A limitation of this study, however, is that the possibility still exists that policy preferences may reflect a motivation to protect ingroup interests if the university and not the racial group is the salient ingroup. Recall that participants were evaluating legacy policies that purportedly would be employed in their university. As such, it is possible that the university represents a salient ingroup for participants. Thus, policies that they viewed as enhancing the university would benefit the ingroup, and policies that lower university quality would harm the ingroup.

If indeed, participants perceived White students as more academically competent – and thus, more likely to improve the quality of the university relative to Asian students, then support for legacy policies that benefit Whites may reflect Asian students’ desire to protect the ingroup (i.e., university) interests and not a desire to protect status hierarchies per se. Although future research may examine this possibility, we do not believe this is the case in the present study. A study conducted on the perceived academic achievement of various ethnic groups revealed that Asian students are perceived to have higher academic achievement relative to White students. It is important to note that the majority of the study participants were Asian, so Asian students perceived the ingroup as being more academically competent relative to Whites and other ethnic groups. As such, these findings suggest that support for legacy policies perceived to benefit Whites may not in fact reflect a desire to protect ingroup interests (by improving the quality of the university), but rather a desire to maintain status hierarchies.
Study 3

Study 3 was designed to test the general dominance hypothesis in a different domain. Specifically, this study sought to examine the effects of Social Dominance Orientation on reactions to policies used in employment hiring and selection decisions – i.e., word-of-mouth referrals. To our knowledge, this is the first study to empirically examine reactions to this recruitment strategy, which is commonly used to fill job vacancies.

Consistent with the group dominance perspective, we expected to find a positive relationship between SDO and policy support when the word-of-mouth referral policy is perceived to benefit Whites. Conversely, we predicted a negative relationship between SDO and policy support when the policy is perceived to benefit racial minorities. We also hypothesized that support or opposition to this policy would be justified on the basis that it has differential effects on the hiring company.

Method

Participants

One hundred sixty-nine participants (98 women, 69 men, 2 unreported) were recruited from Mechanical Turk (M-Turk), a participant database maintained by online retailer Amazon.com. Although M-Turk is comprised of participants from around the world, we limited participation in this study to individuals living only in the United States. Participants were paid $0.25 for completing this web-based survey. Participant age ranged from 18 to 79 years ($M = 36.21, SD = 12.88$). The self-identified racial breakdown of the sample was as follows: 142 Whites, 12 Black, 8 Asian, 2 Latino, 4 multi-racial, 1 unreported.
Procedure

Participants were told that they would be completing two unrelated surveys. Participants first completed an SDO measure, which was described as a survey on individuals’ views of groups in society. The second survey was described as a survey on hiring policies. Participants were randomly assigned to evaluate a Word-of-Mouth (WOM) policy that benefitted either racial minorities or Whites (see Appendix E and F). In both conditions, participants read a paragraph that indicated that companies, including Fortune 500 companies, grant hiring preferences to individuals who were referred to the company by current employees. Participants further read that word-of-mouth referrals get a hiring boost. In the condition where Whites benefitted from WOM policies, participants were told that the racial composition of a company was predominantly White. In the condition where racial minorities benefitted from WOM policies, participants were told that the racial composition of a company was predominantly racial minority. Participants were then asked to indicate their support for the word-of-mouth referrals as a hiring practice and its impact on the quality of the hiring company.

Measures

Social Dominance Orientation. SDO was measured using the same eight-item scale used in Study 1 & 2 (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999).

Policy support. To assess participants’ support of the hiring practice, participants were asked to respond to the following items: “How fair/unfair do you think this hiring practice is?” (1 = not fair at all, 7 = very fair), “To what extent do you agree or disagree that this hiring practice is legitimate and should be continued?” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree), “How much do you oppose/support the hiring practice that you read about?” (1 = strongly
oppose, 7 = strongly support; \( \alpha = .94; M = 3.94, SD = 1.69 \).

**Perceived effect of hiring practice on quality of the company.** To measure the perceived effect of word-of-mouth referrals on the hiring company, participants completed a five-item scale. Sample items include: “Individuals hired under this hiring practice will improve the quality of the company,” “Given that company rankings are influenced by the talent of their employees and their ability to perform well, the employees hired under this hiring practice will help increase company rankings,” “Individuals hired with this hiring practice will make positive contributions to the company,” (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree; \( \alpha = .90; M = 21.58, SD = 6.33 \)).

**Results**

No effects of race or gender were found. As such, we collapsed across these variables. The policy support variable was regressed on Policy Type, SDO, and the interaction between these two variables. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of SDO, \( b = 1.02, SE b = .31, \beta = .77, t(165) = 3.31, p < .001 \), and a non-significant main effect of Policy Type, \( b = .22, SE b = .25, \beta = .06, t(165) = .86, p = .39 \). More importantly, however, this analysis revealed a significant Policy Type x SDO interaction, \( b = -.66, SE b = .20, \beta = -.75, t(165) = -3.25, p < .001, R^2 = .07 \).

Simple slope analyses were conducted to decompose this interaction. These analyses revealed a significant positive relationship between policy support and SDO in the condition where Whites benefit from word-of-mouth referrals, \( b = .36, SE b = .13, t(165) = 2.71, p < .01 \). Conversely, there was a significant negative relationship between policy support and SDO in the
condition in which racial minorities benefit from word-of-mouth referrals, $b = -.29$, $SE\ b = .15$, $t(165) = -1.94$, $p < .05$.

Study 3 also assessed the relationship between the perceived effect of the word-of-mouth policy on the quality of the hiring company and SDO. To this end, we conducted regression analyses in which the perceived effect of the policy was regressed on SDO, Policy Beneficiary, and the interaction between these two variables. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of SDO, $b = .76$, $SE\ b = .23$, $\beta = .76$, $t(165) = 3.34$, $p < .001$, and a non-significant effect of Policy Type, $b = .08$, $SE\ b = .19$, $\beta = .03$, $t(165) = .40$, $p = .69$. More importantly, however, these analyses revealed a significant Policy Type x SDO interaction, $b = -.57$, $SE\ b = .15$, $\beta = -.87$, $t(165) = -3.79$, $p < .001$.

To decompose this interaction, we conducted simple slope analyses. A significant positive relationship was found between the perceived effect of the hiring policy and SDO when Whites were the perceived beneficiaries of the hiring policy, $b = .20$, $SE\ b = .10$, $t(165) = 1.97$, $p < .05$. Conversely, there was a significant negative relationship between effect of policy and SDO when racial minorities were the perceived beneficiaries, $b = -.37$, $SE\ b = .11$, $t(165) = -3.32$, $p < .001$.

Mediation analysis

To test for mediation, we examined whether policy support mediated the SDO x Policy Beneficiary to Company Quality relationship. The SDO x Policy Beneficiary interaction was negatively related to hiring company quality, $b = -.57$, $SE\ b = .15$, $\beta = -.87$, $t(165) = -3.79$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .08$, and policy support, $b = -.66$, $SE\ b = .20$, $\beta = -.75$, $t(165) = -3.25$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .07$. Also consistent with the possibility of mediation, policy support was positively related to
company quality, $b = .60$, SE $b = .03$, $\beta = .81$, $t(164) = 18.04$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .69$ while controlling for SDO, Policy Beneficiary, and the interaction between these two variables. The final component of mediation was tested by regressing company quality on SDO x Policy Beneficiary while controlling for policy support. This analysis revealed that the direct effect of SDO x Policy Beneficiary on Company Quality became non-significant once the effect of policy support was controlled, $b = -.17$, SE $b = .09$, $\beta = -.26$, $t(164) = -1.89$, $p = .06$. Sobel tests revealed that policy support significantly mediated the relationship between SDO x Policy Beneficiary and Policy Support ($z = -3.20$, $p < .001$).

Discussion

Study 3 found a positive relationship between SDO and policy support when the word-of-mouth hiring policy was perceived to benefit Whites. However, when the policy was perceived to benefit racial minorities, there was a negative relationship between SDO and policy support.

We also examined the perceived effect of the use of word-of-mouth referrals on the hiring company. There was a positive relationship between SDO and the quality of the company when the policy benefitted Whites. Conversely, there was a significant negative relationship between SDO and quality of the hiring company when the policy was perceived to benefit racial minorities.

Taken together, these findings suggest that, as a function of SDO, individuals support the use of word-of-mouth referrals when White applicants benefit but oppose their use when racial minority applicants benefit. The positive relationship between SDO and policy support in the condition where White applicants benefit suggests that support for the use of word-of-mouth
referrals as a recruitment and selection policy will depend not on its content, but rather on its perceived effect on the status hierarchy.

General Discussion

The present findings provide a direct test of the competing hypotheses that attitudes towards inequality reflect group interests (Schmitt, et. al., 2003) vs. a generalized orientation towards status hierarchies (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). The results from three studies provide evidence that dominance motives seem to account for differential reactions to policies that disproportionately privilege some groups and disadvantage others. Even when the ingroup (Asians; Study 2) is privileged by legacy preferences, there is a predisposition to support legacy policies only when such policies benefit the dominant group (i.e., Whites). These findings support the argument that individuals’ support for policies that produce inequality (i.e., legacy policies, word-of-mouth referrals) are driven by a desire to maintain status hierarchies and not a desire to protect ingroup interests. Moreover, this support is justified on the premise that these recruitment and selection policies serve to improve the quality of the universities (Study 1 & 2) and companies (Study 3) in which these are employed. The perpetuation of such legitimizing beliefs may explain why the use of policies that disproportionately advantage the dominant group (e.g., Whites) continues to be justified while the use of policies that disproportionately benefit subordinate groups (e.g., ethnic minorities) is deemed unmeritocratic and harmful to universities and companies. Together, the present findings suggest that attitudes toward selection policies (i.e., legacy, affirmative action, word-of-mouth) will depend not on their specific content or objectives, but rather on their assumed effect on status hierarchies. Contrary to the group interests perspective, which would predict that policy support depends on its
perceived effect on the ingroup – specifically, on whether it is privileged or disadvantaged by it, the findings from Study 2 suggest that ingroup members (i.e., Asians) are willing to support a policy that benefits the dominant group (i.e., Whites) as a function of their desire to maintain inequality.

Practical Implications

The present findings have important implications for recruitment and selection practices in universities and companies. Specifically, the findings that support for policies is influenced by individuals’ group dominance motives underscore the importance of examining whether the recruitment and selection policies employed serve their intended purpose or instead, serve to maintain status hierarchies. For example, in light of evidence that the use of legacy preferences is not associated with increased generosity (i.e., alumni donations) (Kahlenberg, 2010), as some universities often claim to justify admissions preferences for kin of university alumni, legacy admissions policies may not serve their intended effect and instead, may have the unintended consequence of thwarting university efforts to reap the benefits of diversity. Moreover, companies who also seek to diversify their workforce may need to recognize that, as a function of their desire to maintain inequality, recruiting managers or personnel may use word-of-mouth referrals to the extent that these are perceived to benefit Whites applicants. And given previous research that finds that the current racial composition of the workforce influences who is hired through referrals, companies who seek to diversify their workforce may find that word-of-mouth referrals may maintain the racial homogeneity of the current employee population.

Limitations and Future Directions
Although the reported experiments provide evidence for the group dominance hypothesis, there are some limitations that must be considered. First, future research should explore whether more subtle manipulations of recruitment and selection policy beneficiaries produce the same differential support for the use of these policies. For example, in the present studies, participants were explicitly told that either whites or Asians (Study 2) and racial minorities (Study 3) would benefit from these recruitment and selection policies. It is possible that, if individuals are not aware that different groups will benefit from such policies, support will not differ – that is, individuals may support the use of legacy policies and word-of-mouth referrals without recognizing their effects on the recruitment and selection of White vs. minority applicants and thus, the effects on status hierarchies.

Another limitation is that in Studies 1 and 2, policy support and university quality had reversal effects – that is, policy support and university quality may serve as mediators and outcome variables. As such, it is possible that the perceived effect of the policy on the quality of the university (Study 1 & 2) and company (Study 3) may serve not only as post-hoc rationalizations for policy support but also a cause of support. However, given the study design and theoretical arguments, the mediational model included in the body of the paper is the most appropriate mediational model. Theoretically, the perceived effect of the policy on the quality of the university (Study 1 & 2) and company (Study 3) should proceed policy support given our hypotheses that the perceived effects on quality function as post-hoc rationalizations. Moreover, according to Judd and Kenny (2010) the mediator should be measured temporally before the outcome variable. In all three studies, policy support was measured before the perceived effect of the policy on quality. As such, given the theoretical arguments and design considerations, the mediational model with policy support as the mediator and effect of policy on quality as the
outcome variable is the most appropriate. That said, an important implication is that when (or if) the perceived effect of the policy on quality of the university (or company) functions as a mediator – that is, causes policy support, then it is possible that support for recruitment and selection strategies that benefit racial minorities may garner support, even among individuals high in SDO, provided they are convinced that such policies can also have a positive effect on the quality of the university (Study 1 & 2) and company (Study 3). Future research is needed to better determine when such legitimizing beliefs (i.e., university quality, company quality) will serve to justify differences in policy support and when these beliefs will cause the differences in policy support.
Footnotes

1Participants were debriefed with UCLA’s admissions policy and told that UCLA does not grant preferential treatment on the basis of an applicant’s family ties (i.e., legacy) or race (i.e., affirmative action).

2Given that we are interested in examining the perceived effect of the policy on the quality of the university as post-hoc rationalization for policy support, and that policy support was measured temporally before university quality (outcome variable) (Judd & Kenny, 2010), we believe that the mediational model that we included in the main body of the paper is the most appropriate. However, we also examined whether perceived effect on university quality mediated the SDO × Policy Type to Policy Support relationship. The SDO × Policy Type interaction was negatively related to university quality, $b = -1.03$, $SE b = .26$, $\beta = -1.30$, $t(79) = -3.97$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .18$, and policy support, $b = -1.06$, $SE b = .28$, $\beta = -1.22$, $t(79) = -3.72$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .19$. Also consistent with the possibility of mediation, university quality was positively related to policy support, $b = .87$, $SE b = .08$, $\beta = .79$, $t(79) = 11.29$, $p < .001$, $R^2 = .70$.

To test the final component of mediation, we regressed policy support on SDO × Policy Type while controlling for university quality. This analysis revealed that the direct effect of SDO × Policy Type on Policy Support became non-significant once the effect of the policy on university quality was controlled, $b = -.16$, $SE b = .19$, $\beta = -.19$, $t(79) = -.84$, $p = .40$. Sobel tests revealed that the perceived effect of the policy on university quality significantly mediated the relationship between SDO × Condition and Policy Support ($z = -3.74$, $p < .001$).

3Similar to Study 2, we believe that the mediational model with the university quality variable as the outcome variable best reflects our hypotheses that the effect on university quality
functions as post-hoc rationalization/justification for policy support (and thus, should proceed the policy support variable). However, we also examined whether perceived effect on university quality mediated the SDO × Policy Beneficiary to Policy Support relationship. The SDO × Policy Beneficiary interaction was positively related to university quality, $b = 0.79, SE b = .28, \beta = 1.19, t(53) = 2.86, p < .01, R^2 = .18$, and policy support, $b = 1.01, SE b = .33, \beta = 1.28, t(53) = 3.07, p < .01, R^2 = .17$. Also consistent with the possibility of mediation, university quality was positively related to policy support, $b = .97, SE b = .10, \beta = .82, t(53) = 9.81, p < .001, R^2 = .72$ while controlling for SDO, Policy Beneficiary, and the interaction between these two variables. To test the final component of mediation, we regressed policy support on SDO × Policy Beneficiary while controlling for university quality. This analysis revealed that the direct effect of SDO × Policy Beneficiary on Policy Support became non-significant once the effect of the policy on university quality was controlled, $b = .24, SE b = .21, \beta = .31, t(53) = 1.17, p = .25$. Sobel tests revealed that the perceived effect of the policy on university quality significantly mediated the relationship between SDO × Policy Beneficiary and Policy Support ($z = 2.74, p < .01$).

\[4\] In this pilot study, 88 participants (61 Asians, 13 Whites, 6 Latinos, 1 Black, 1 Native American, 6 race unreported; 61 women, 27 men) completed an online study in exchange for $1. The age ranged from 18 to 37 ($M = 19.74, SD = 2.46$). Participants were asked to indicate what they believed was the grade point average and SAT scores for incoming Asian and White students, and the grade point average for currently enrolled Asian and White students. Grade point average was measured using a 2.0 (lowest) – 5.0 (highest) scale, and SAT scores were measured using a 600 (lowest) – 2400 (highest) scale. This study found that participants perceived incoming Asian students as having a higher g.p.a. ($M = 4.21, SD = .37$) relative to
White students (M = 3.99, SD = .41). The perceived g.p.a.s between Asian and White students were significantly different t(85) = 6.70, p < .001. The SAT scores of incoming Asian students (M = 2055.06, SD = 202.96) were believed to be higher than those of incoming White students (M = 1950.62, SD = 226.97). The perceived scores of incoming Asian students were significantly higher than White students t(86) = 4.79, p < .001. When asked to estimate the g.p.a of currently enrolled students, participants reported higher g.p.a for Asian students (M = 3.68, SD = .40) relative to White students (M = 3.52, SD = .39). These g.p.a.s were significantly different t(86) = 5.48, p < .001.

Similar to Study 1 and 2, we also examined whether the perceived effect of the hiring policy mediated the SDO × Policy Beneficiary to Policy Support relationship. The SDO × Policy Beneficiary interaction was negatively related to hiring company quality, b = -.57, SE b = .15, β = -.87, t(165) = -3.79, p < .001, R^2 = .08, and policy support, b = -.66, SE b = .20, β = -.75, t(165) = -3.25, p < .001, R^2 = .07. Also consistent with the possibility of mediation, company quality was positively related to policy support, b = 1.10, SE b = .06, β = .82, t(165) = 18.04, p < .001, R^2 = .69 while controlling for SDO, Policy Beneficiary, and the interaction between these two variables. The final component of mediation was tested by regressing policy support on SDO × Policy Beneficiary while controlling for company quality. As depicted in Figure 9, this analysis revealed that the direct effect of SDO × Policy Beneficiary on Policy Support became non-significant once the effect of the policy on the quality of the company was controlled, b = -.03, SE b = .12, β = -.04, t(165) = -.27, p = .79. Sobel tests revealed that the perceived effect of the policy on the hiring company significantly mediated the relationship between SDO × Policy Beneficiary and Policy Support (z = -3.69, p < .001).
Appendix A

Since Yale first introduced legacy preferences in 1925, such policies have become widespread in both public and private universities across the nation, including UCLA. Legacy admissions give an admissions “boost” to university applicants whose parents or grandparents attended a particular institution. In 1992, 16% of public institutions and 21% of private institutions employed some form of legacy preference.

As of 2003, legacies comprised 10-15% of the student body at Ivy League schools and up to 23% of the students at other major institutions, including UCLA. Legacy applicants are said to receive a “nudge” in the admissions process, meaning that, all else equal, they are admitted over nonlegacy students. A former dean of a top university explained that during her tenure, applicants were placed into three categories, corresponding to deny, further consideration, and admit; legacy status effectively moved the applicant up one category.
Appendix B

Since Yale first introduced affirmative action preferences in 1925, such policies have become widespread in both public and private universities across the nation, including UCLA. Affirmative action admissions give an admissions “boost” to university applicants who are underrepresented at a particular institution. In 1992, 16% of public institutions and 21% of private institutions employed some form of affirmative action preference.

As of 2003, affirmative action admits comprised 10-15% of the student body at Ivy League schools and up to 23% of the students at other major institutions, including UCLA. Affirmative action applicants are said to receive a “nudge” in the admissions process, meaning that, all else equal, they are admitted over non-affirmative action students. A former dean of a top university explained that during her tenure, applicants were placed into three categories, corresponding to deny, further consideration, and admit; affirmative action status effectively moved the applicant up one category.
Table 1

Study 1 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among Measured Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Variables</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Policy support</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Effect of policy on university quality</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>.82*</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social dominance orientation</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. **p < .01.
Figure 1. Policy support as a function of social dominance orientation and policy type in Study 1.
Figure 2. Perceived effect of the policy on the quality of the university as a function of social dominance orientation and policy type in Study 1.
**Figure 3.** Mediation analysis for Study 1.
Appendix C

Since Yale first introduced legacy preferences in 1925, such policies have become widespread in both public and private universities across the nation. Legacy admissions give an admissions “boost” to university applicants whose parents or grandparents attended a particular institution. In 1992, 16% of public institutions and 21% of private institutions employed some form of legacy preference.

As of 2003, legacies comprised 10-15% of the student body at Ivy League schools and up to 23% of the students at other major institutions. Legacy applicants are said to receive a “nudge” in the admissions process, meaning that, all else equal, they are admitted over nonlegacy students. A former dean of a top university explained that during her tenure, applicants were placed into three categories, corresponding to deny, further consideration, and admit; legacy status effectively moved the applicant up one category.

Because legacy policies improve admissions prospects for alumni children, Asians will be the primary beneficiaries of these policies.
Appendix D

Since Yale first introduced legacy preferences in 1925, such policies have become widespread in both public and private universities across the nation. Legacy admissions give an admissions “boost” to university applicants whose parents or grandparents attended a particular institution. In 1992, 16% of public institutions and 21% of private institutions employed some form of legacy preference.

As of 2003, legacies comprised 10-15% of the student body at Ivy League schools and up to 23% of the students at other major institutions. Legacy applicants are said to receive a “nudge” in the admissions process, meaning that, all else equal, they are admitted over nonlegacy students. A former dean of a top university explained that during her tenure, applicants were placed into three categories, corresponding to deny, further consideration, and admit; legacy status effectively moved the applicant up one category.

Because legacy policies improve admissions prospects for alumni children, Whites will be the primary beneficiaries of these policies.
Table 2

Study 2 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among Measured Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Policy support</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Effect of policy on university quality</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>.83**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social dominance orientation</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* **p < .01.
Figure 4. Policy support as a function of social dominance orientation and policy beneficiary in Study 2.
Figure 5. Perceived effect of the policy on the quality of the university as a function of social dominance orientation and policy beneficiary in Study 2.
Figure 6. Mediation analysis for Study 2.

*** $p < .001$, ** $p < .01$
Appendix E

A recent study on the hiring practices of Fortune 500 companies, which are companies that are considered leaders in their respective industries and have the highest gross revenue, found that many of these companies grant hiring preferences to individuals who were referred to the company by current employees. The CEO of Strathmore, one of the leading financial firms in the U.S. with headquarters in Chicago, recently noted in an interview that “a significant percent of my current employees were referred to by current employees…word-of-mouth referrals definitely get a hiring boost when we review job applications.”

More than half of the employees at Strathmore are currently White.
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A recent study on the hiring practices of Fortune 500 companies, which are companies that are considered leaders in their respective industries and have the highest gross revenue, found that many of these companies grant hiring preferences to individuals who were referred to the company by current employees. The CEO of Strathmore, one of the leading financial firms in the U.S. with headquarters in Chicago, recently noted in an interview that “a significant percent of my current employees were referred to by current employees…word-of-mouth referrals definitely get a hiring boost when we review job applications.”

More than half of the employees at Strathmore are currently racial minorities, including African Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans.
Table 3

Study 3 Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among Measured Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Policy support</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Effect of policy on company quality</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>.82**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social dominance orientation</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* **p < .01.
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